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About 380 million people currently live within 21 feet (6 m) of the 
high tide line – areas potentially vulnerable to sea-level rise over 
the next couple centuries.
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Since the early 1990s, scientists have measured changes in the 
height of the sea surface using satellite-borne radars.

Artists rendition of Jason-3:: NASA/JPL
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Satellite altimetry shows us that global average sea level is rising at 
an accelerating rate.

WCRP Global Sea Level Budget Group (2018) 

Plot

WCRP Global Sea Level Budget Group: Global sea-level budget 1993–present 1555

Table 1. TOPEX-A GMSL drift corrections proposed by different studies.

TOPEX-A drift correction to be subtracted from the first 6 years (Jan 1993
to Feb 1999) of the uncorrected GMSL record

Watson et al. (2015) 1.5 ± 0.5 mm yr�1 over Jan 1993–Feb 1999

X. Chen et al. (2017),
Dieng et al. (2017)

1.5 ± 0.5 mm yr�1 over Jan 1993–Feb 1999

Beckley et al. (2017) No onboard calibration applied

Ablain et al. (2017b) �1.0 ± 1.0 mm yr�1 over Jan 1993–Jul 1995
+3.0 ± 1.0 mm yr�1 over Aug 1995–Feb 1999

Figure 2. Evolution of ensemble mean GMSL time series (aver-
age of the six GMSL products from AVISO/CNES, SL_cci/ESA,
University of Colorado, CSIRO, NASA/GSFC and NOAA). On
the black, red and green curves, the TOPEX-A drift correction
is applied respectively based on Ablain et al. (2017b), Watson et
al. (2015) and Dieng et al. (2017), and Beckley et al. (2017). An-
nual signal removed and 6-month smoothing applied; GIA correc-
tion also applied. Uncertainties (90 % confidence interval) of corre-
lated errors over a 1-year period are superimposed for each individ-
ual measurement (shaded area).

these reconstructions rely on tide gauge data only (Jevre-
jeva et al., 2006, 2014; Merrifield et al., 2009; Wenzel and
Schroter, 2010; Ray and Douglas, 2011; Hamlington et al.,
2011; Spada and Galassi, 2012; Thompson and Merrifield,
2014; Dangendorf et al., 2017; Frederikse et al., 2017). In
addition, there are reconstructions that jointly use satellite al-
timetry, tide gauge records (Church and White, 2006, 2011)
and reconstructions, which combine tide gauge records with
ocean models (Meyssignac et al., 2011) or physics-based and
model-derived geometries of the contributing processes (Hay
et al., 2015).

For the period since 1993, with most of the world coast-
lines densely sampled, the rates of sea-level rise from
all tide-gauge-based reconstructions and estimates from
satellite altimetry agree within their specific uncertainties,

Figure 3. Ensemble mean GMSL trends calculated over 10-year
moving windows. On the black, red and green curves, the TOPEX-
A drift correction is applied respectively based on Ablain et
al. (2017b), Watson et al. (2015) and Dieng et al. (2017), and Beck-
ley et al. (2017). Uncorrected GMSL trends are shown by the blue
curve. The shaded area represents trend uncertainty over 10-year
periods (90 % confidence interval).

e.g., rates of 3.0 ± 0.7 mm yr�1 (Hay et al. 2015), 2.8 ±
0.5 mm yr�1 (Church and White, 2011; Rhein et al., 2013),
3.1±0.6 mm yr�1 (Jevrejeva et al., 2014), 3.1±1.4 mm yr�1

(Dangendorf et al., 2017) and the estimate from satellite al-
timetry 3.2 ± 0.4 mm yr�1 (Nerem et al., 2010; Rhein et al.,
2013). However, classical tide-gauge-based reconstructions
still tend to overestimate the interannual to decadal variabil-
ity of global mean sea level (e.g., Calafat et al., 2014; Dan-
gendorf et al., 2015; Natarov et al., 2017) compared to global
mean sea level from satellite altimetry, due to limited and
uneven spatial sampling of the global ocean afforded by the
tide gauge network. Sea-level rise being non uniform, spatial
variability of sea-level measured at tide gauges is evidenced
by 2-D reconstruction methods. The most widely used ap-
proach is the use of empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs)
calibrated with the satellite altimetry data (e.g., Church and
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Sources of global mean sea-level change
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budget based on WCRP Global Sea Level Budget Group (2018)), Rignot et al. (2019), Zemp et al. (2019) �6

0.8 mm/yr (glaciers)
0.5 mm/yr (Greenland)
0.5 mm/yr (Antarctica)

1.3 mm/yr

±0.3 mm/yr
? ±10%

Contributions over 1993–2017 out of 3.1 ± 0.4 mm/yr (1.2”/decade) total

40%



The story becomes more complex when you look at specific places!
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In short:

• Sea-level rise is a complex, spatiotemporally varying process of 
considerable societal importance. 

• Reconstructions of past sea-level change provide a crucial baseline 
for understanding current changes, and producing these 
reconstructions requires fusing data from multiple different sources 
with different error structures, sparsity, and process-sensitivity.  

• Local sea-level rise projections are a key input to coastal risk 
management, and require synthesizing many different lines of 
evidence. In some cases, alternative approaches to estimating 
different processes highlight areas of deep uncertainty. 

• We are working to produce flexible, scalable, open-source tools to 
facilitate both these tasks.



1. Reconstructing past sea-level changes 
before the satellite era

�10

Reconstructions of past sea-level change provide a 
crucial baseline for understanding current changes, and 
producing these reconstructions requires fusing data 
from multiple different sources with different error 
structures, sparsity, and process-sensitivity. 
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a b s t r a c t

Characterizing the spatio-temporal variability of relative sea level (RSL) and estimating local, regional,
and global RSL trends requires statistical analysis of RSL data. Formal statistical treatments, needed to
account for the spatially and temporally sparse distribution of data and for geochronological and ele-
vational uncertainties, have advanced considerably over the last decade. Time-series models have
adopted more flexible and physically-informed specifications with more rigorous quantification of un-
certainties. Spatio-temporal models have evolved from simple regional averaging to frameworks that
more richly represent the correlation structure of RSL across space and time. More complex statistical
approaches enable rigorous quantification of spatial and temporal variability, the combination of
geographically disparate data, and the separation of the RSL field into various components associated
with different driving processes. We review the range of statistical modeling and analysis choices used in
the literature, reformulating them for ease of comparison in a common hierarchical statistical frame-
work. The hierarchical framework separates each model into different levels, clearly partitioning mea-
surement and inferential uncertainty from process variability. Placing models in a hierarchical
framework enables us to highlight both the similarities and differences among modeling and analysis
choices. We illustrate the implications of some modeling and analysis choices currently used in the
literature by comparing the results of their application to common datasets within a hierarchical
framework. In light of the complex patterns of spatial and temporal variability exhibited by RSL, we
recommend non-parametric approaches for modeling temporal and spatio-temporal RSL.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The instrumental record of change in relative sea level (RSL, the
difference between sea-surface height and land-surface height) is
short, with the oldest tide-gauge record (Amsterdam, The
Netherlands) dating to the 18th century (e.g., Van Veen, 1945;

Woodworth, 1999). Modern, quality-controlled measurements
from Northern Hemisphere sites are available beginning in the
early-to-mid 19th century, and globally from the mid 20th century
onward. However, the geographic distribution of observations re-
mains skewed to the Northern Hemisphere (PSMSL, 2017; Holgate
et al., 2013; Pugh, 1987). RSL proxies are therefore required to infer
RSL changes and the contribution of processes that operate over
longer timescales (Bloom, 1964; Shennan, 1989; T€ornqvist et al.,
2008; Dutton et al., 2015). Whereas instrumental records are
(near-)continuous with relatively small vertical uncertainty and
negligible (minute-to-hour resolution) temporal uncertainties, RSL

* Corresponding author. Department of Earth & Planetary Sciences, Rutgers
University, New Brunswick, NJ, United States.

E-mail address: erica.ashe@rutgers.edu (E.L. Ashe).

Contents lists available at ScienceDirect

Quaternary Science Reviews

journal homepage: www.elsevier .com/locate/quascirev

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.quascirev.2018.10.032
0277-3791/© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Quaternary Science Reviews 204 (2019) 58e77

Erica Ashe
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Basic concepts: Hierarchical modeling

A hierarchical statistical model separates into different 
levels, distinguishing (for example) between uncertainty 
arising at the observation level and uncertainty arising 

at the process level.
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Basic concepts: Hierarchical modeling

A hierarchical statistical model separates into different 
levels, distinguishing (for example) between uncertainty 
arising at the observation level and uncertainty arising 

at the process level.

For example, at the process level:

And at the data level:

yi = f(xi, bti + �) + ✏
<latexit sha1_base64="dzERId6c18mLSIPc2kXKJqYIdYY=">AAACIXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgVpSQi6EYQ3bisYB/QlDCZ3NjBySTM3Kgl9Ffc+CtuXCjSnfgzJm0Xvg4MHM65lzvn+IkUBm37w5qZnZtfWCwtlZdXVtfWKxubLROnmkOTxzLWHZ8ZkEJBEwVK6CQaWORLaPu3F4XfvgNtRKyucZBAL2I3SoSCM8wlr3Iy8AQ9pWHNjRj2/TB7GHriwL0XAfQZZuiJId2nbgAS2V7BIDFCxqrsVap23R6D/iXOlFTJFA2vMnKDmKcRKOSSGdN17AR7GdMouIRh2U0NJIzfshvo5lSxCEwvGycc0t1cCWgY6/wppGP1+0bGImMGkZ9PFjnMb68Q//O6KYYnvUyoJEVQfHIoTCXFmBZ10UBo4CgHOWFci/yvlPeZZhzzUosSnN+R/5LWYd2x687VUfXsfFpHiWyTHVIjDjkmZ+SSNEiTcPJInskrebOerBfr3RpNRmes6c4W+QHr8wu0TaKU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dzERId6c18mLSIPc2kXKJqYIdYY=">AAACIXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgVpSQi6EYQ3bisYB/QlDCZ3NjBySTM3Kgl9Ffc+CtuXCjSnfgzJm0Xvg4MHM65lzvn+IkUBm37w5qZnZtfWCwtlZdXVtfWKxubLROnmkOTxzLWHZ8ZkEJBEwVK6CQaWORLaPu3F4XfvgNtRKyucZBAL2I3SoSCM8wlr3Iy8AQ9pWHNjRj2/TB7GHriwL0XAfQZZuiJId2nbgAS2V7BIDFCxqrsVap23R6D/iXOlFTJFA2vMnKDmKcRKOSSGdN17AR7GdMouIRh2U0NJIzfshvo5lSxCEwvGycc0t1cCWgY6/wppGP1+0bGImMGkZ9PFjnMb68Q//O6KYYnvUyoJEVQfHIoTCXFmBZ10UBo4CgHOWFci/yvlPeZZhzzUosSnN+R/5LWYd2x687VUfXsfFpHiWyTHVIjDjkmZ+SSNEiTcPJInskrebOerBfr3RpNRmes6c4W+QHr8wu0TaKU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dzERId6c18mLSIPc2kXKJqYIdYY=">AAACIXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgVpSQi6EYQ3bisYB/QlDCZ3NjBySTM3Kgl9Ffc+CtuXCjSnfgzJm0Xvg4MHM65lzvn+IkUBm37w5qZnZtfWCwtlZdXVtfWKxubLROnmkOTxzLWHZ8ZkEJBEwVK6CQaWORLaPu3F4XfvgNtRKyucZBAL2I3SoSCM8wlr3Iy8AQ9pWHNjRj2/TB7GHriwL0XAfQZZuiJId2nbgAS2V7BIDFCxqrsVap23R6D/iXOlFTJFA2vMnKDmKcRKOSSGdN17AR7GdMouIRh2U0NJIzfshvo5lSxCEwvGycc0t1cCWgY6/wppGP1+0bGImMGkZ9PFjnMb68Q//O6KYYnvUyoJEVQfHIoTCXFmBZ10UBo4CgHOWFci/yvlPeZZhzzUosSnN+R/5LWYd2x687VUfXsfFpHiWyTHVIjDjkmZ+SSNEiTcPJInskrebOerBfr3RpNRmes6c4W+QHr8wu0TaKU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dzERId6c18mLSIPc2kXKJqYIdYY=">AAACIXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgVpSQi6EYQ3bisYB/QlDCZ3NjBySTM3Kgl9Ffc+CtuXCjSnfgzJm0Xvg4MHM65lzvn+IkUBm37w5qZnZtfWCwtlZdXVtfWKxubLROnmkOTxzLWHZ8ZkEJBEwVK6CQaWORLaPu3F4XfvgNtRKyucZBAL2I3SoSCM8wlr3Iy8AQ9pWHNjRj2/TB7GHriwL0XAfQZZuiJId2nbgAS2V7BIDFCxqrsVap23R6D/iXOlFTJFA2vMnKDmKcRKOSSGdN17AR7GdMouIRh2U0NJIzfshvo5lSxCEwvGycc0t1cCWgY6/wppGP1+0bGImMGkZ9PFjnMb68Q//O6KYYnvUyoJEVQfHIoTCXFmBZ10UBo4CgHOWFci/yvlPeZZhzzUosSnN+R/5LWYd2x687VUfXsfFpHiWyTHVIjDjkmZ+SSNEiTcPJInskrebOerBfr3RpNRmes6c4W+QHr8wu0TaKU</latexit>

f(x, t) = g(t) + fGRD(x, t) + fDSL(x, t) + fVLM(x, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="kigJssHusVAAHqJfFuICZxa2BHI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kigJssHusVAAHqJfFuICZxa2BHI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kigJssHusVAAHqJfFuICZxa2BHI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kigJssHusVAAHqJfFuICZxa2BHI=">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</latexit>



1.1. Sea-level change over the instrumental period
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Tide gauges
Battery Tide Gauge, New York City

Photo: New York Times (January 14, 2014)
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Tide gauges
Battery Tide Gauge, New York City 
(monthly mean sea-level relative to 1991-2009)
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Tide gauges
Start year of tide-gauge records
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Tide gauges
Global statistical model

Jerry Mitrovica
Carling Hay
Eric Morrow

Hay et al. (2015)

LETTER
doi:10.1038/nature14093

Probabilistic reanalysis of twentieth-century
sea-level rise
Carling C. Hay1,2, Eric Morrow1,2, Robert E. Kopp2,3 & Jerry X. Mitrovica1

Estimating and accounting for twentieth-century global mean sea-
level (GMSL) rise is critical to characterizing current and future
human-induced sea-level change. Several previous analyses of tide
gauge records1–6—employing different methods to accommodate the
spatial sparsity and temporal incompleteness of the data and to con-
strain the geometry of long-term sea-level change—have concluded
that GMSL rose over the twentieth century at a mean rate of 1.6 to
1.9 millimetres per year. Efforts to account for this rate by summing
estimates of individual contributions from glacier and ice-sheet mass
loss, ocean thermal expansion, and changes in land water storage fall
significantly short in the period before 19907. The failure to close
the budget of GMSL during this period has led to suggestions that
several contributions may have been systematically underestimated8.
However, the extent to which the limitations of tide gauge analyses
have affected estimates of the GMSL rate of change is unclear. Here
we revisit estimates of twentieth-century GMSL rise using probabil-
istic techniques9,10 and find a rate of GMSL rise from 1901 to 1990 of
1.2 6 0.2 millimetres per year (90% confidence interval). Based on
individual contributions tabulated in the Fifth Assessment Report7

of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, this estimate
closes the twentieth-century sea-level budget. Our analysis, which
combines tide gauge records with physics-based and model-derived
geometries of the various contributing signals, also indicates that
GMSL rose at a rate of 3.0 6 0.7 millimetres per year between 1993
and 2010, consistent with prior estimates from tide gauge records4.
The increase in rate relative to the 1901–90 trend is accordingly
larger than previously thought; this revision may affect some pro-
jections11 of future sea-level rise.

Tide gauges provide records of local sea-level changes that, in the case
of some sites, extend back to the eighteenth century12–14. However, using
the database of tide gauge records15 to estimate historical GMSL rise
(defined as the increase in ocean volume normalized by ocean area) is
challenging. Tide gauges sample the ocean sparsely and non-uniformly,
with a bias towards coastal sites and the Northern Hemisphere, and
with few sites at latitudes greater than 60u (see, for example, refs 4, 9). In
addition, tide gauge time series show significant inter-annual to decadal
variability, and they are characterized by missing data (that is, intervals
without observations at the start, middle or end of a time series). From
the perspective of estimating GMSL changes, the data are contaminated
by local and regional signals due to ongoing glacial isostatic adjustment
(GIA) associated with past ice ages16,17

, the spatially non-uniform pat-
tern of sea-level rise associated with changes in contemporary land ice
sources18–21, ocean/atmosphere dynamics22, and other local factors in-
cluding tectonics, sediment compaction, groundwater pumping and
harbour development.

Different approaches have been used to address these complexities in
efforts to estimate twentieth-century GMSL rise23. These include aver-
aging rates at sites with the longest records1,2, averaging rates deter-
mined from regional binning of records3, incorporating shorter records
into the analysis to distinguish between secular trends and decadal-
scale variability3, and using altimetry records to determine dominant

sea-level geometries and then using tide gauge records to estimate the
time-varying amplitudes of these geometries4,5. In most cases, other cri-
teria were applied to cull the tide gauge sites adopted in the analysis (for
example, excluding sites near tectonic activity or major urban centres).

Estimates of twentieth-century GMSL rise from these previous ana-
lyses range from 1.6 to 1.9 mm yr21 (refs 1–6) and define an important
enigma. Independent model- and data-based estimates of the individual
sources of GMSL, including mass flux from glaciers and ice sheets, ther-
mal expansion of oceans, and changes in land water storage, are insuf-
ficient to account for the GMSL rise estimated from tide gauge records8,
particularly before 19907. For example, a tabulation of contributions
to GMSL rise from 1901 to 1990 in the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5;
ref. 7) of the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change (IPCC) total
0.5 6 0.4 mm yr21 (90% confidence interval, CI) less than a recent tide
gauge derived rate of 1.5 6 0.2 mm yr21 (90% CI) estimated by Church
and White4 for the same period (the confidence range for this estimate
is taken from AR5; refs 7 and 23). Using IPCC terminology, the latter
suggests that it is ‘extremely likely’ (probability P 5 95%) that GMSL
rise from 1901 to 1990 was greater than 1.3 mm yr21, although the
bottom-up sum of contributions is ‘likely’ (P . 67%) below this level.
The above discrepancy has been attributed to underestimation of almost
all possible sources: thermal expansion, glacier mass balance, and Green-
land or Antarctic ice sheet mass balance7,8.

In this Letter, we revisit the analysis of GMSL since the start of the
twentieth century using Kalman smoothing9 (KS; see Methods). This
statistical technique naturally accommodates spatially sparse and tem-
porally incomplete sampling of a global sea-level field, provides a rigor-
ous, probabilistic framework for uncertainty propagation, and can correct
for a distribution of GIA and ocean models. We applied the approach to
analyse annual records from 622 tide gauges included in the Permanent
Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) Revised Local Reference data-
base15,24 and reconstruct the global field of sea-level change for each
year from 1900 to 2010.

To examine the skill with which the KS reconstruction reproduces
the tide gauge observations, we compute the time series of residuals at
each tide gauge site and examine the distribution of the mean residual
(that is, bias) for each site (Fig. 1a). The mean of the mean residuals
across all 622 observations is 0.3 mm, with a standard deviation of
5.1 mm, indicating minimal systemic bias.

Comparing reconstructions and tide gauge observations at a selec-
tion of individual sites (Fig. 1b–f) shows generally excellent agreement,
although there are a small number of outliers. An example outlier is the
Champlain tide gauge (Fig. 1f), which has a mean residual of 52 mm.
This particular misfit (also evident at other sites in the vicinity) can be
attributed to the St Lawrence being a regulated water system where flow
is dominated by anthropogenic control rather than global-scale climate
dynamics25. The eight sites that have mean residuals greater than 63s
(15 mm) from the mean exhibit an average interannual sea-level vari-
ability (estimated as the standard deviation after detrending the tide
gauge observations) of 6130 mm, more than triple the mean inter-
annual variability of 640 mm across all sites. Although these outliers

1Earth and Planetary Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, USA. 2Earth and Planetary Sciences, Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854, USA. 3Rutgers Energy
Institute, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901, USA.
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Tide gauges
Global statistical model

RSL(x, t) = Uniform(t) +
X

j

fingerprintj(x)Icej(t)

+DSL(x, t) +GIA(x, t)

TGi(t) = RSL(xi, t) +Noise(x, t)
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Estimating and accounting for twentieth-century global mean sea-
level (GMSL) rise is critical to characterizing current and future
human-induced sea-level change. Several previous analyses of tide
gauge records1–6—employing different methods to accommodate the
spatial sparsity and temporal incompleteness of the data and to con-
strain the geometry of long-term sea-level change—have concluded
that GMSL rose over the twentieth century at a mean rate of 1.6 to
1.9 millimetres per year. Efforts to account for this rate by summing
estimates of individual contributions from glacier and ice-sheet mass
loss, ocean thermal expansion, and changes in land water storage fall
significantly short in the period before 19907. The failure to close
the budget of GMSL during this period has led to suggestions that
several contributions may have been systematically underestimated8.
However, the extent to which the limitations of tide gauge analyses
have affected estimates of the GMSL rate of change is unclear. Here
we revisit estimates of twentieth-century GMSL rise using probabil-
istic techniques9,10 and find a rate of GMSL rise from 1901 to 1990 of
1.2 6 0.2 millimetres per year (90% confidence interval). Based on
individual contributions tabulated in the Fifth Assessment Report7

of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, this estimate
closes the twentieth-century sea-level budget. Our analysis, which
combines tide gauge records with physics-based and model-derived
geometries of the various contributing signals, also indicates that
GMSL rose at a rate of 3.0 6 0.7 millimetres per year between 1993
and 2010, consistent with prior estimates from tide gauge records4.
The increase in rate relative to the 1901–90 trend is accordingly
larger than previously thought; this revision may affect some pro-
jections11 of future sea-level rise.

Tide gauges provide records of local sea-level changes that, in the case
of some sites, extend back to the eighteenth century12–14. However, using
the database of tide gauge records15 to estimate historical GMSL rise
(defined as the increase in ocean volume normalized by ocean area) is
challenging. Tide gauges sample the ocean sparsely and non-uniformly,
with a bias towards coastal sites and the Northern Hemisphere, and
with few sites at latitudes greater than 60u (see, for example, refs 4, 9). In
addition, tide gauge time series show significant inter-annual to decadal
variability, and they are characterized by missing data (that is, intervals
without observations at the start, middle or end of a time series). From
the perspective of estimating GMSL changes, the data are contaminated
by local and regional signals due to ongoing glacial isostatic adjustment
(GIA) associated with past ice ages16,17

, the spatially non-uniform pat-
tern of sea-level rise associated with changes in contemporary land ice
sources18–21, ocean/atmosphere dynamics22, and other local factors in-
cluding tectonics, sediment compaction, groundwater pumping and
harbour development.

Different approaches have been used to address these complexities in
efforts to estimate twentieth-century GMSL rise23. These include aver-
aging rates at sites with the longest records1,2, averaging rates deter-
mined from regional binning of records3, incorporating shorter records
into the analysis to distinguish between secular trends and decadal-
scale variability3, and using altimetry records to determine dominant

sea-level geometries and then using tide gauge records to estimate the
time-varying amplitudes of these geometries4,5. In most cases, other cri-
teria were applied to cull the tide gauge sites adopted in the analysis (for
example, excluding sites near tectonic activity or major urban centres).

Estimates of twentieth-century GMSL rise from these previous ana-
lyses range from 1.6 to 1.9 mm yr21 (refs 1–6) and define an important
enigma. Independent model- and data-based estimates of the individual
sources of GMSL, including mass flux from glaciers and ice sheets, ther-
mal expansion of oceans, and changes in land water storage, are insuf-
ficient to account for the GMSL rise estimated from tide gauge records8,
particularly before 19907. For example, a tabulation of contributions
to GMSL rise from 1901 to 1990 in the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5;
ref. 7) of the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change (IPCC) total
0.5 6 0.4 mm yr21 (90% confidence interval, CI) less than a recent tide
gauge derived rate of 1.5 6 0.2 mm yr21 (90% CI) estimated by Church
and White4 for the same period (the confidence range for this estimate
is taken from AR5; refs 7 and 23). Using IPCC terminology, the latter
suggests that it is ‘extremely likely’ (probability P 5 95%) that GMSL
rise from 1901 to 1990 was greater than 1.3 mm yr21, although the
bottom-up sum of contributions is ‘likely’ (P . 67%) below this level.
The above discrepancy has been attributed to underestimation of almost
all possible sources: thermal expansion, glacier mass balance, and Green-
land or Antarctic ice sheet mass balance7,8.

In this Letter, we revisit the analysis of GMSL since the start of the
twentieth century using Kalman smoothing9 (KS; see Methods). This
statistical technique naturally accommodates spatially sparse and tem-
porally incomplete sampling of a global sea-level field, provides a rigor-
ous, probabilistic framework for uncertainty propagation, and can correct
for a distribution of GIA and ocean models. We applied the approach to
analyse annual records from 622 tide gauges included in the Permanent
Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) Revised Local Reference data-
base15,24 and reconstruct the global field of sea-level change for each
year from 1900 to 2010.

To examine the skill with which the KS reconstruction reproduces
the tide gauge observations, we compute the time series of residuals at
each tide gauge site and examine the distribution of the mean residual
(that is, bias) for each site (Fig. 1a). The mean of the mean residuals
across all 622 observations is 0.3 mm, with a standard deviation of
5.1 mm, indicating minimal systemic bias.

Comparing reconstructions and tide gauge observations at a selec-
tion of individual sites (Fig. 1b–f) shows generally excellent agreement,
although there are a small number of outliers. An example outlier is the
Champlain tide gauge (Fig. 1f), which has a mean residual of 52 mm.
This particular misfit (also evident at other sites in the vicinity) can be
attributed to the St Lawrence being a regulated water system where flow
is dominated by anthropogenic control rather than global-scale climate
dynamics25. The eight sites that have mean residuals greater than 63s
(15 mm) from the mean exhibit an average interannual sea-level vari-
ability (estimated as the standard deviation after detrending the tide
gauge observations) of 6130 mm, more than triple the mean inter-
annual variability of 640 mm across all sites. Although these outliers

1Earth and Planetary Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, USA. 2Earth and Planetary Sciences, Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854, USA. 3Rutgers Energy
Institute, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901, USA.
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Tide gauges
Global statistical model

RSL(x, t) = Uniform(t) +
X

j

fingerprintj(x)Icej(t)

+DSL(x, t) +GIA(x, t)

TGi(t) = RSL(xi, t) +Noise(x, t)
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Probabilistic reanalysis of twentieth-century
sea-level rise
Carling C. Hay1,2, Eric Morrow1,2, Robert E. Kopp2,3 & Jerry X. Mitrovica1

Estimating and accounting for twentieth-century global mean sea-
level (GMSL) rise is critical to characterizing current and future
human-induced sea-level change. Several previous analyses of tide
gauge records1–6—employing different methods to accommodate the
spatial sparsity and temporal incompleteness of the data and to con-
strain the geometry of long-term sea-level change—have concluded
that GMSL rose over the twentieth century at a mean rate of 1.6 to
1.9 millimetres per year. Efforts to account for this rate by summing
estimates of individual contributions from glacier and ice-sheet mass
loss, ocean thermal expansion, and changes in land water storage fall
significantly short in the period before 19907. The failure to close
the budget of GMSL during this period has led to suggestions that
several contributions may have been systematically underestimated8.
However, the extent to which the limitations of tide gauge analyses
have affected estimates of the GMSL rate of change is unclear. Here
we revisit estimates of twentieth-century GMSL rise using probabil-
istic techniques9,10 and find a rate of GMSL rise from 1901 to 1990 of
1.2 6 0.2 millimetres per year (90% confidence interval). Based on
individual contributions tabulated in the Fifth Assessment Report7

of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, this estimate
closes the twentieth-century sea-level budget. Our analysis, which
combines tide gauge records with physics-based and model-derived
geometries of the various contributing signals, also indicates that
GMSL rose at a rate of 3.0 6 0.7 millimetres per year between 1993
and 2010, consistent with prior estimates from tide gauge records4.
The increase in rate relative to the 1901–90 trend is accordingly
larger than previously thought; this revision may affect some pro-
jections11 of future sea-level rise.

Tide gauges provide records of local sea-level changes that, in the case
of some sites, extend back to the eighteenth century12–14. However, using
the database of tide gauge records15 to estimate historical GMSL rise
(defined as the increase in ocean volume normalized by ocean area) is
challenging. Tide gauges sample the ocean sparsely and non-uniformly,
with a bias towards coastal sites and the Northern Hemisphere, and
with few sites at latitudes greater than 60u (see, for example, refs 4, 9). In
addition, tide gauge time series show significant inter-annual to decadal
variability, and they are characterized by missing data (that is, intervals
without observations at the start, middle or end of a time series). From
the perspective of estimating GMSL changes, the data are contaminated
by local and regional signals due to ongoing glacial isostatic adjustment
(GIA) associated with past ice ages16,17

, the spatially non-uniform pat-
tern of sea-level rise associated with changes in contemporary land ice
sources18–21, ocean/atmosphere dynamics22, and other local factors in-
cluding tectonics, sediment compaction, groundwater pumping and
harbour development.

Different approaches have been used to address these complexities in
efforts to estimate twentieth-century GMSL rise23. These include aver-
aging rates at sites with the longest records1,2, averaging rates deter-
mined from regional binning of records3, incorporating shorter records
into the analysis to distinguish between secular trends and decadal-
scale variability3, and using altimetry records to determine dominant

sea-level geometries and then using tide gauge records to estimate the
time-varying amplitudes of these geometries4,5. In most cases, other cri-
teria were applied to cull the tide gauge sites adopted in the analysis (for
example, excluding sites near tectonic activity or major urban centres).

Estimates of twentieth-century GMSL rise from these previous ana-
lyses range from 1.6 to 1.9 mm yr21 (refs 1–6) and define an important
enigma. Independent model- and data-based estimates of the individual
sources of GMSL, including mass flux from glaciers and ice sheets, ther-
mal expansion of oceans, and changes in land water storage, are insuf-
ficient to account for the GMSL rise estimated from tide gauge records8,
particularly before 19907. For example, a tabulation of contributions
to GMSL rise from 1901 to 1990 in the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5;
ref. 7) of the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change (IPCC) total
0.5 6 0.4 mm yr21 (90% confidence interval, CI) less than a recent tide
gauge derived rate of 1.5 6 0.2 mm yr21 (90% CI) estimated by Church
and White4 for the same period (the confidence range for this estimate
is taken from AR5; refs 7 and 23). Using IPCC terminology, the latter
suggests that it is ‘extremely likely’ (probability P 5 95%) that GMSL
rise from 1901 to 1990 was greater than 1.3 mm yr21, although the
bottom-up sum of contributions is ‘likely’ (P . 67%) below this level.
The above discrepancy has been attributed to underestimation of almost
all possible sources: thermal expansion, glacier mass balance, and Green-
land or Antarctic ice sheet mass balance7,8.

In this Letter, we revisit the analysis of GMSL since the start of the
twentieth century using Kalman smoothing9 (KS; see Methods). This
statistical technique naturally accommodates spatially sparse and tem-
porally incomplete sampling of a global sea-level field, provides a rigor-
ous, probabilistic framework for uncertainty propagation, and can correct
for a distribution of GIA and ocean models. We applied the approach to
analyse annual records from 622 tide gauges included in the Permanent
Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) Revised Local Reference data-
base15,24 and reconstruct the global field of sea-level change for each
year from 1900 to 2010.

To examine the skill with which the KS reconstruction reproduces
the tide gauge observations, we compute the time series of residuals at
each tide gauge site and examine the distribution of the mean residual
(that is, bias) for each site (Fig. 1a). The mean of the mean residuals
across all 622 observations is 0.3 mm, with a standard deviation of
5.1 mm, indicating minimal systemic bias.

Comparing reconstructions and tide gauge observations at a selec-
tion of individual sites (Fig. 1b–f) shows generally excellent agreement,
although there are a small number of outliers. An example outlier is the
Champlain tide gauge (Fig. 1f), which has a mean residual of 52 mm.
This particular misfit (also evident at other sites in the vicinity) can be
attributed to the St Lawrence being a regulated water system where flow
is dominated by anthropogenic control rather than global-scale climate
dynamics25. The eight sites that have mean residuals greater than 63s
(15 mm) from the mean exhibit an average interannual sea-level vari-
ability (estimated as the standard deviation after detrending the tide
gauge observations) of 6130 mm, more than triple the mean inter-
annual variability of 640 mm across all sites. Although these outliers

1Earth and Planetary Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, USA. 2Earth and Planetary Sciences, Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854, USA. 3Rutgers Energy
Institute, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901, USA.
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have large inter-annual variability, the site-specific variability is incor-
porated into the covariances computed in the probabilistic reconstruc-
tion, and the uncertainties in the estimated sea-level trends at these
sites reflect this.

The sum of the KS-estimated GMSL changes associated with the mass
balance of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, the mass balance of 18
mountain glacier regions, and thermal expansion (Fig. 2, blue line and
shading; see Methods) is characterized by an average GMSL rate of
1.2 6 0.2 mm yr21 (90% CI) for 1901–90. As shown in Fig. 3, this is
significantly lower than the estimates of 1.5 6 0.2 mm yr21 from Church
and White4 (magenta line in Fig. 2) and 1.9 mm yr21 from Jevrejeva
et al.3 (red line in Fig. 2). The KS-estimated acceleration is 0.017 6
0.003 mm yr22, larger than our estimates based on the Church and White4

(0.009 6 0.002 mm yr22) and Jevrejeva et al.3 (0.011 6 0.006 mm yr22)
time series (see Methods).

Church and White4 combined stationary empirical orthogonal func-
tions (EOFs), computed from ,20 years of satellite altimetry data span-
ning latitudes up to about 660u, with amplitudes estimated from
sparse tide gauge observations. Given the relatively short duration
of the altimeter record, the EOFs may be dominated by patterns due
to interannual variability rather than the geometry associated with
long-term sea-level change26,27. Jevrejeva et al.3 used tide gauge records

to compute regional sea-level means and from these computed a global
average. Both methodologies involve spatially sparse, temporally incom-
plete sampling of the global sea-level field, which introduces a potentially
significant bias into estimates of GMSL. The KS technique differs from
these approaches by using the spatial information inherent in the ob-
servations to infer the weights associated with the individual, under-
lying contributions to the sea-level change. The method extracts global
information from the sparse field by taking advantage of the physics-
based and model-derived geometry of the contributing processes, thereby
reducing the potential for sampling bias.

To understand the origin of the differences between the KS estimate
and the higher values of refs 3 and 4, and in particular to quantify the
impact of regional binning, spatial sparsity and missing data, we per-
formed several tests.

First, we applied to the KS global sea-level reconstruction a regional
binning algorithm similar to that of Jevrejeva et al.3. In particular, we
sampled the reconstruction at the locations of the 622 tide gauge sites,
imposed sections of missing data consistent with the PSMSL data avail-
ability15, binned the tide gauges into 12 ocean regions, and averaged
across these regions to compute a GMSL curve. The resulting estimate
of the mean GMSL rate from 1901 to 1990 (Fig. 3; ‘KS PSMSL sam-
pling’), 1.6 6 0.4 mm yr21 (90% CI), is significantly closer to the esti-
mate of Jevrejeva et al.3, indicating that combined spatial sparsity and
missing data generate an upward bias in estimates of GMSL rates (Fig. 3).
Second, we performed a bootstrapping test that repeated the above algo-
rithm for tide gauge subsets ranging from 25 to 600 sites that confirmed
this result (see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 3). We also imple-
mented a test to estimate the possible bias in the estimate of GMSL rate
introduced in the EOF analysis of Church and White4 (see Methods;
Fig. 3; ‘KS EOF’); the result was consistent with the difference between
the KS and Church and White4 results in Fig. 2.
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Figure 1 | Fit of the KS-based reconstruction of sea level to the tide gauge
record. a, Histogram of mean residuals (mm) between the sea-level
reconstruction and the tide gauge observations at all 622 sites. The mean of all
mean residuals is 0.3 6 5.1 mm (61 s.d.). b–f, Time series of reconstructed
annual sea level (black lines, KS mean estimate; grey shading, 1s uncertainty) at
New York, USA (b), Fremantle, Australia (c), Zemlia Bunge, Russia (d),
Vaasa, Finland (e), and Champlain, Canada (f), together with the associated
annual mean tide gauge observations (red lines).
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Figure 2 | Time series of GMSL for the period 1900–2010. Shown are
estimates of GMSL based on KS (blue line), GPR (black line), Church and
White4 (magenta line) and Jevrejeva et al.3 (red line). Shaded regions show 61s
pointwise uncertainty. Inset, trends for 1901–90 and 1993–2010, and
accelerations, all with 90% CI. Confidence intervals for Church and
White4 are from refs 7 and 23. Confidence intervals were not available for
Jevrejeva et al.3; data in this reference ends in 2002, so the rate quoted here
for 1993–2010 is actually for 1993–2002. Since the GPR methodology outputs
decadal sea level, no trend is estimated for 1993–2010. Accelerations are
consistently estimated from the KS, GPR, and GMSL time series in refs 3 and 4
(see Methods) from 1901 to the end of each reconstruction.
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have large inter-annual variability, the site-specific variability is incor-
porated into the covariances computed in the probabilistic reconstruc-
tion, and the uncertainties in the estimated sea-level trends at these
sites reflect this.

The sum of the KS-estimated GMSL changes associated with the mass
balance of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, the mass balance of 18
mountain glacier regions, and thermal expansion (Fig. 2, blue line and
shading; see Methods) is characterized by an average GMSL rate of
1.2 6 0.2 mm yr21 (90% CI) for 1901–90. As shown in Fig. 3, this is
significantly lower than the estimates of 1.5 6 0.2 mm yr21 from Church
and White4 (magenta line in Fig. 2) and 1.9 mm yr21 from Jevrejeva
et al.3 (red line in Fig. 2). The KS-estimated acceleration is 0.017 6
0.003 mm yr22, larger than our estimates based on the Church and White4

(0.009 6 0.002 mm yr22) and Jevrejeva et al.3 (0.011 6 0.006 mm yr22)
time series (see Methods).

Church and White4 combined stationary empirical orthogonal func-
tions (EOFs), computed from ,20 years of satellite altimetry data span-
ning latitudes up to about 660u, with amplitudes estimated from
sparse tide gauge observations. Given the relatively short duration
of the altimeter record, the EOFs may be dominated by patterns due
to interannual variability rather than the geometry associated with
long-term sea-level change26,27. Jevrejeva et al.3 used tide gauge records

to compute regional sea-level means and from these computed a global
average. Both methodologies involve spatially sparse, temporally incom-
plete sampling of the global sea-level field, which introduces a potentially
significant bias into estimates of GMSL. The KS technique differs from
these approaches by using the spatial information inherent in the ob-
servations to infer the weights associated with the individual, under-
lying contributions to the sea-level change. The method extracts global
information from the sparse field by taking advantage of the physics-
based and model-derived geometry of the contributing processes, thereby
reducing the potential for sampling bias.

To understand the origin of the differences between the KS estimate
and the higher values of refs 3 and 4, and in particular to quantify the
impact of regional binning, spatial sparsity and missing data, we per-
formed several tests.

First, we applied to the KS global sea-level reconstruction a regional
binning algorithm similar to that of Jevrejeva et al.3. In particular, we
sampled the reconstruction at the locations of the 622 tide gauge sites,
imposed sections of missing data consistent with the PSMSL data avail-
ability15, binned the tide gauges into 12 ocean regions, and averaged
across these regions to compute a GMSL curve. The resulting estimate
of the mean GMSL rate from 1901 to 1990 (Fig. 3; ‘KS PSMSL sam-
pling’), 1.6 6 0.4 mm yr21 (90% CI), is significantly closer to the esti-
mate of Jevrejeva et al.3, indicating that combined spatial sparsity and
missing data generate an upward bias in estimates of GMSL rates (Fig. 3).
Second, we performed a bootstrapping test that repeated the above algo-
rithm for tide gauge subsets ranging from 25 to 600 sites that confirmed
this result (see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 3). We also imple-
mented a test to estimate the possible bias in the estimate of GMSL rate
introduced in the EOF analysis of Church and White4 (see Methods;
Fig. 3; ‘KS EOF’); the result was consistent with the difference between
the KS and Church and White4 results in Fig. 2.
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Figure 1 | Fit of the KS-based reconstruction of sea level to the tide gauge
record. a, Histogram of mean residuals (mm) between the sea-level
reconstruction and the tide gauge observations at all 622 sites. The mean of all
mean residuals is 0.3 6 5.1 mm (61 s.d.). b–f, Time series of reconstructed
annual sea level (black lines, KS mean estimate; grey shading, 1s uncertainty) at
New York, USA (b), Fremantle, Australia (c), Zemlia Bunge, Russia (d),
Vaasa, Finland (e), and Champlain, Canada (f), together with the associated
annual mean tide gauge observations (red lines).
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Figure 2 | Time series of GMSL for the period 1900–2010. Shown are
estimates of GMSL based on KS (blue line), GPR (black line), Church and
White4 (magenta line) and Jevrejeva et al.3 (red line). Shaded regions show 61s
pointwise uncertainty. Inset, trends for 1901–90 and 1993–2010, and
accelerations, all with 90% CI. Confidence intervals for Church and
White4 are from refs 7 and 23. Confidence intervals were not available for
Jevrejeva et al.3; data in this reference ends in 2002, so the rate quoted here
for 1993–2010 is actually for 1993–2002. Since the GPR methodology outputs
decadal sea level, no trend is estimated for 1993–2010. Accelerations are
consistently estimated from the KS, GPR, and GMSL time series in refs 3 and 4
(see Methods) from 1901 to the end of each reconstruction.
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have large inter-annual variability, the site-specific variability is incor-
porated into the covariances computed in the probabilistic reconstruc-
tion, and the uncertainties in the estimated sea-level trends at these
sites reflect this.

The sum of the KS-estimated GMSL changes associated with the mass
balance of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, the mass balance of 18
mountain glacier regions, and thermal expansion (Fig. 2, blue line and
shading; see Methods) is characterized by an average GMSL rate of
1.2 6 0.2 mm yr21 (90% CI) for 1901–90. As shown in Fig. 3, this is
significantly lower than the estimates of 1.5 6 0.2 mm yr21 from Church
and White4 (magenta line in Fig. 2) and 1.9 mm yr21 from Jevrejeva
et al.3 (red line in Fig. 2). The KS-estimated acceleration is 0.017 6
0.003 mm yr22, larger than our estimates based on the Church and White4

(0.009 6 0.002 mm yr22) and Jevrejeva et al.3 (0.011 6 0.006 mm yr22)
time series (see Methods).

Church and White4 combined stationary empirical orthogonal func-
tions (EOFs), computed from ,20 years of satellite altimetry data span-
ning latitudes up to about 660u, with amplitudes estimated from
sparse tide gauge observations. Given the relatively short duration
of the altimeter record, the EOFs may be dominated by patterns due
to interannual variability rather than the geometry associated with
long-term sea-level change26,27. Jevrejeva et al.3 used tide gauge records

to compute regional sea-level means and from these computed a global
average. Both methodologies involve spatially sparse, temporally incom-
plete sampling of the global sea-level field, which introduces a potentially
significant bias into estimates of GMSL. The KS technique differs from
these approaches by using the spatial information inherent in the ob-
servations to infer the weights associated with the individual, under-
lying contributions to the sea-level change. The method extracts global
information from the sparse field by taking advantage of the physics-
based and model-derived geometry of the contributing processes, thereby
reducing the potential for sampling bias.

To understand the origin of the differences between the KS estimate
and the higher values of refs 3 and 4, and in particular to quantify the
impact of regional binning, spatial sparsity and missing data, we per-
formed several tests.

First, we applied to the KS global sea-level reconstruction a regional
binning algorithm similar to that of Jevrejeva et al.3. In particular, we
sampled the reconstruction at the locations of the 622 tide gauge sites,
imposed sections of missing data consistent with the PSMSL data avail-
ability15, binned the tide gauges into 12 ocean regions, and averaged
across these regions to compute a GMSL curve. The resulting estimate
of the mean GMSL rate from 1901 to 1990 (Fig. 3; ‘KS PSMSL sam-
pling’), 1.6 6 0.4 mm yr21 (90% CI), is significantly closer to the esti-
mate of Jevrejeva et al.3, indicating that combined spatial sparsity and
missing data generate an upward bias in estimates of GMSL rates (Fig. 3).
Second, we performed a bootstrapping test that repeated the above algo-
rithm for tide gauge subsets ranging from 25 to 600 sites that confirmed
this result (see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 3). We also imple-
mented a test to estimate the possible bias in the estimate of GMSL rate
introduced in the EOF analysis of Church and White4 (see Methods;
Fig. 3; ‘KS EOF’); the result was consistent with the difference between
the KS and Church and White4 results in Fig. 2.
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Figure 1 | Fit of the KS-based reconstruction of sea level to the tide gauge
record. a, Histogram of mean residuals (mm) between the sea-level
reconstruction and the tide gauge observations at all 622 sites. The mean of all
mean residuals is 0.3 6 5.1 mm (61 s.d.). b–f, Time series of reconstructed
annual sea level (black lines, KS mean estimate; grey shading, 1s uncertainty) at
New York, USA (b), Fremantle, Australia (c), Zemlia Bunge, Russia (d),
Vaasa, Finland (e), and Champlain, Canada (f), together with the associated
annual mean tide gauge observations (red lines).
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Figure 2 | Time series of GMSL for the period 1900–2010. Shown are
estimates of GMSL based on KS (blue line), GPR (black line), Church and
White4 (magenta line) and Jevrejeva et al.3 (red line). Shaded regions show 61s
pointwise uncertainty. Inset, trends for 1901–90 and 1993–2010, and
accelerations, all with 90% CI. Confidence intervals for Church and
White4 are from refs 7 and 23. Confidence intervals were not available for
Jevrejeva et al.3; data in this reference ends in 2002, so the rate quoted here
for 1993–2010 is actually for 1993–2002. Since the GPR methodology outputs
decadal sea level, no trend is estimated for 1993–2010. Accelerations are
consistently estimated from the KS, GPR, and GMSL time series in refs 3 and 4
(see Methods) from 1901 to the end of each reconstruction.
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by postglacial rebound). We also emphasize that GMSL
is computed by summing the source contributions and not
by computing the weighted sum of the global grid.
An alternative approach to reconstructing the global sea

level field is to use the KS posterior estimates of land ice
melt (and their respective sea level fingerprints), uniform
thermal expansion, GIA, and ocean dynamics. We em-
phasize that this field (Fig. 7b), along with its associated
uncertainty (Fig. 7e), includes only the melt, GIA, and
ocean dynamics sea level changes that are included in the
KS estimate of GMSL. Local sea level changes that are
present in the tide gauge observations and in the KS-
derived global sea level field (e.g., changes due to tectonics
and sediment compaction) are not included in this re-
construction. The resulting uncertainties in this posterior
estimate (Fig. 7e) are significantly smaller than the un-
certainties obtained for the KS-derived field (Fig. 7d).
Common to all three reconstructions are the large

uncertainties in the rates (Figs. 7d–f) in areas close to
land-ice reservoirs, such as Greenland, Iceland, and the
glaciers of northern Canada. Large uncertainties in the

individual melt contributions, which reflect our inability
to separate the individual melt contributions, propagate
into our sea level rise estimates and produce the large
uncertainties estimated in these regions.
Calculating the difference between the sea level field

estimated within the KS (i.e., Fig. 7a) and the re-
constructed KS posterior field (i.e., Fig. 7b) produces a
map of theKS residual regional sea level not described by
the melt, GIA, uniform thermal expansion, and ocean
dynamics processes (Fig. 8). The areas with large signals
in Fig. 8 are the same regions noted above (i.e., these
areas involve localized signals that have been smeared
into broader areas). These signals do not contribute to the
estimates of GMSL; the latter includes only melt and
ocean thermal expansion contributions.
Over the shorter time period 1993–2010, decadal and

interannual variability in the CMIP5 ocean models
strongly impacts the estimated spatial patterns in the
ocean dynamics signal, and this makes the estimate sen-
sitive to the preferred ocean model. Any uncertainties in
the ocean model will therefore dominate the regional

FIG. 7. Spatial maps of sea level change for 1901–90 (mmyr21) estimated using the (a) KS methodology; (b) the
estimated KS melt rates, ocean dynamics, and GIA fields; and (c) the GPR methodology. These maps include sea
level changes due to GIA, contemporary land ice melting, uniform thermal expansion, and ocean dynamics.
Overlaid are rates of change estimated at tide gauges with at least 60 yr of data within the time range 1901–90.
(d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), but for the 1s uncertainty grids. The KS fields in (a),(d) are computed by fixing the GIA and
ocean dynamics models in the KS to the multimodel estimates of H15.
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Extending the record back with geology
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Common Era sea-level database

Figure courtesy Ben Horton
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Common Era sea-level model

Figure courtesy Ben Horton

RSL(x, t) = Global(t) + Linear(x)(t� t0) + Regional(x, t)

Proxy(x, t̂i) = RSL(x, ti) + Noisei

t̂i = ti +AgeNoisei
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Common Era sea-level model fits the data!

Kopp et al. (2016)

Fig. S2. Model fits under prior ML2,1 at eight illustrative sites: (A) East River Marsh, CT; (B) Sand Point, NC, (C) Vioarholmi, Iceland, (D) Loch Laxford, Scotland,
(E) Sissimut, Greenland, (F) Caesarea, Israel, (G) Christmas Island, Kiribati, and (H) Kariega Estuary, South Africa. (Note that the model fit at each site is informed
by all observations, not just those at the illustrated site.) Red boxes show all data points within 0.1 degrees of the centroid of the named site. Errors are ±2σ.

Kopp et al. www.pnas.org/cgi/content/short/1517056113 2 of 6
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Common Era global sea level

Kopp et al. (2016); Kemp et al. (2018); instrumental data from Hay et al. 
(2015) and Nerem et al. (2018)
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Common Era global sea level

Kopp et al. (2016); Kemp et al. (2018); instrumental data from Hay et al. 
(2015) and Nerem et al. (2018)
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Common Era global sea level

Kopp et al. (2016); Kemp et al. (2018); instrumental data from Hay et al. 
(2015) and Nerem et al. (2018)

20th century global mean sea-level rise of 
1.4 ± 0.2 mm/yr (6”/century) was virtually 
certain (P > 99%) faster than any century 
since at least 1000 BCE
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2. Projections of future changes

�28

Local sea-level rise projections are a key input to coastal 
risk management, and require synthesizing many 
different lines of evidence. In some cases, alternative 
approaches to estimating different processes highlight 
areas of deep uncertainty.
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Consider the past relationship between temperature and sea level
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Klaus Bittermann

dh/dt = a(T (t)� T0(t)) + c(t)

dT0(t)/dt = (T (t)� T0(t))/⌧1

dc(t)/dt = �c/⌧2

⌧1 ⇡ 100 to 200 years

⌧2 ⇡ 3000 to 4000 years
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What does this imply for the historical sea-level change?
Counterfactual scenarios for 1900–2012

Sandy Damages Attributable to Climate Change 5

Fig. 1. Modeled (a) historical and (b) counterfactual GMSL changes from 1900�2012,
and (c) their di↵erences. The di↵erences estimate anthropogenic sea-level rise; shaded
cones indicate 5th�95th percentile range. Di↵erences are taken between matching sce-
narios: historical vs. natural CMIP5 simulations; and historical HadCRUT4-based sce-
nario vs. stable or cooling counterfactual temperature-based scenarios from Kopp et al.
2016. All curves reflect results integrated across both calibrations for the semi-empirical
sea level model (Mann et al, 2009; Marcott et al, 2013). Observed GMSL from Hay
et al (2015) is also shown (standard deviation, 2.33 cm in 1900 and 0.28 cm in 2010).
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What does this imply for the historical sea-level change?
Counterfactual scenarios for 1900–2012

Depending on assumptions, very likely (90% credible) that 
between 8 and 18 cm of observed 16 cm of GMSL rise over 
1900-2012 is due to human-caused climate change.

Sandy Damages Attributable to Climate Change 5

Fig. 1. Modeled (a) historical and (b) counterfactual GMSL changes from 1900�2012,
and (c) their di↵erences. The di↵erences estimate anthropogenic sea-level rise; shaded
cones indicate 5th�95th percentile range. Di↵erences are taken between matching sce-
narios: historical vs. natural CMIP5 simulations; and historical HadCRUT4-based sce-
nario vs. stable or cooling counterfactual temperature-based scenarios from Kopp et al.
2016. All curves reflect results integrated across both calibrations for the semi-empirical
sea level model (Mann et al, 2009; Marcott et al, 2013). Observed GMSL from Hay
et al (2015) is also shown (standard deviation, 2.33 cm in 1900 and 0.28 cm in 2010).
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What does this imply for the historical sea-level change?
Counterfactual scenarios for 1900–2012

Depending on assumptions, very likely (90% credible) that 
between 8 and 18 cm of observed 16 cm of GMSL rise over 
1900-2012 is due to human-caused climate change.

Sandy Damages Attributable to Climate Change 5

Fig. 1. Modeled (a) historical and (b) counterfactual GMSL changes from 1900�2012,
and (c) their di↵erences. The di↵erences estimate anthropogenic sea-level rise; shaded
cones indicate 5th�95th percentile range. Di↵erences are taken between matching sce-
narios: historical vs. natural CMIP5 simulations; and historical HadCRUT4-based sce-
nario vs. stable or cooling counterfactual temperature-based scenarios from Kopp et al.
2016. All curves reflect results integrated across both calibrations for the semi-empirical
sea level model (Mann et al, 2009; Marcott et al, 2013). Observed GMSL from Hay
et al (2015) is also shown (standard deviation, 2.33 cm in 1900 and 0.28 cm in 2010).

Implying human-caused SLR is responsible for ~1/6 of Sandy damages…
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Project forward using the past sea level/temperature relationship
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0.5–1.3 m (1.7-4.3 ft) under high emissions (RCP 8.5) 
0.2–0.6 m (0.8-2.0 ft) under low emissions (RCP 2.6)

Global mean sea-level rise above year 2000 levels
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Project forward using the past sea level/temperature relationship
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But: statistical model projects 
global (not local) changes and is 
calibrated from a time period 
when thermal expansion and 
mountain glaciers (and, 
regionally, ocean dynamics) 
dominated sea-level change.

Global mean sea-level rise above year 2000 levels
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Kopp et al. 2014 bottom-up probabilistic framework
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Abstract Sea-level rise due to both climate change and non-climatic factors threatens coastal settle-
ments, infrastructure, and ecosystems. Projections of mean global sea-level (GSL) rise provide insufficient
information to plan adaptive responses; local decisions require local projections that accommodate dif-
ferent risk tolerances and time frames and that can be linked to storm surge projections. Here we present
a global set of local sea-level (LSL) projections to inform decisions on timescales ranging from the com-
ing decades through the 22nd century. We provide complete probability distributions, informed by a
combination of expert community assessment, expert elicitation, and process modeling. Between the
years 2000 and 2100, we project a very likely (90% probability) GSL rise of 0.5–1.2 m under representa-
tive concentration pathway (RCP) 8.5, 0.4–0.9 m under RCP 4.5, and 0.3–0.8 m under RCP 2.6. Site-to-site
differences in LSL projections are due to varying non-climatic background uplift or subsidence, oceano-
graphic effects, and spatially variable responses of the geoid and the lithosphere to shrinking land ice. The
Antarctic ice sheet (AIS) constitutes a growing share of variance in GSL and LSL projections. In the global
average and at many locations, it is the dominant source of variance in late 21st century projections,
though at some sites oceanographic processes contribute the largest share throughout the century. LSL
rise dramatically reshapes flood risk, greatly increasing the expected number of “1-in-10” and “1-in-100”
year events.

1. Introduction

Sea-level rise figures prominently among the consequences of climate change. It impacts settlements
and ecosystems both through permanent inundation of the lowest-lying areas and by increasing the
frequency and/or severity of storm surge over a much larger region. In Miami-Dade County, Florida, for
example, a uniform 90-cm sea-level rise would permanently inundate the residences of about 5% of the
county’s population, about the same fraction currently threatened by the storm tide of a 1-in-100 year
flood event [Tebaldi et al., 2012]. A 1-in-100 year flood on top of such a sea-level rise would, assuming geo-
graphically uniform flooding, expose an additional 35% of the population (Climate Central, Surging Seas,
2013, retrieved from SurgingSeas.org, updated November 2013).

The future rate of mean global sea-level (GSL) rise will be controlled primarily by the thermal expansion
of ocean water and by mass loss from glaciers, ice caps, and ice sheets [Church et al., 2013]. Changes in
land water storage, through groundwater depletion and reservoir impoundment, may have influenced
twentieth-century sea-level change [Gregory et al., 2013] but are expected to be relatively minor contribu-
tors compared to other factors in the current century [Church et al., 2013].

Local sea-level (LSL) change can differ significantly from GSL rise [Milne et al., 2009; Stammer et al., 2013],
so for adaptation planning and risk management, localized assessments are critical. The spatial variability
of LSL change arises from: (1) non-uniform changes in ocean dynamics, heat content, and salinity [Lev-
ermann et al., 2005; Yin et al., 2009], (2) perturbations in the Earth’s gravitational field and crustal height
(together known as static-equilibrium effects) associated with the redistribution of mass between the
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graphic effects, and spatially variable responses of the geoid and the lithosphere to shrinking land ice. The
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average and at many locations, it is the dominant source of variance in late 21st century projections,
though at some sites oceanographic processes contribute the largest share throughout the century. LSL
rise dramatically reshapes flood risk, greatly increasing the expected number of “1-in-10” and “1-in-100”
year events.

1. Introduction

Sea-level rise figures prominently among the consequences of climate change. It impacts settlements
and ecosystems both through permanent inundation of the lowest-lying areas and by increasing the
frequency and/or severity of storm surge over a much larger region. In Miami-Dade County, Florida, for
example, a uniform 90-cm sea-level rise would permanently inundate the residences of about 5% of the
county’s population, about the same fraction currently threatened by the storm tide of a 1-in-100 year
flood event [Tebaldi et al., 2012]. A 1-in-100 year flood on top of such a sea-level rise would, assuming geo-
graphically uniform flooding, expose an additional 35% of the population (Climate Central, Surging Seas,
2013, retrieved from SurgingSeas.org, updated November 2013).

The future rate of mean global sea-level (GSL) rise will be controlled primarily by the thermal expansion
of ocean water and by mass loss from glaciers, ice caps, and ice sheets [Church et al., 2013]. Changes in
land water storage, through groundwater depletion and reservoir impoundment, may have influenced
twentieth-century sea-level change [Gregory et al., 2013] but are expected to be relatively minor contribu-
tors compared to other factors in the current century [Church et al., 2013].

Local sea-level (LSL) change can differ significantly from GSL rise [Milne et al., 2009; Stammer et al., 2013],
so for adaptation planning and risk management, localized assessments are critical. The spatial variability
of LSL change arises from: (1) non-uniform changes in ocean dynamics, heat content, and salinity [Lev-
ermann et al., 2005; Yin et al., 2009], (2) perturbations in the Earth’s gravitational field and crustal height
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Kopp et al. 2014 framework (± modifications) has been widely 
used in US  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Data and code availability

github.com/bobkopp/LocalizeSL 

sealevel.climatecentral.org 

http://github.com/bobkopp/LocalizeSL
http://sealevel.climatecentral.org
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Projected global mean sea-level rise
Above 1991-2009 average sea level

Data from Kopp et al. (2014)

By 2030: very likely 0.1-0.2 m (0.3-0.6 feet), regardless of emissions 
By 2050: very likely 0.2-0.4 m (0.6–1.3 feet), almost regardless of emissions 

By 2100: very likely 0.5-1.2 m (1.7–4.0 feet) under high emissions 
By 2100: very likely 0.3-0.8 m (0.9–2.8 ft) under low emissions 

In climate scientist (IPCC) speak, 
‘very likely’ means at least 9 chances in 10. 

(But lower probability outcomes also can be important!)

66%

90%

99%
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Different treatments of ice sheets give quite different late century 
global-mean sea-level projections

High emissions 
• K14 (sluggish ice): 0.5-1.2 m 
• DP16 (fast ice): 0.9-2.4 m 
• B19 (structured expert judgement): 0.6-2.4 m

Kopp et al. (in rev.)
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Low emissions 
• K14: 0.3-0.8 m 
• DP16: 0.3-1.0 m 
• B19 0.4-1.3 m 
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Bayesian probabilistic projections can be cautiously combined 
with  frequentist extreme value distributions
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Bayesian probabilistic projections can be cautiously combined 
with  frequentist extreme value distributions
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Sandy-scale extreme sea-level (2.6 m above mean higher high 
water) has an expected return period of about 450 years.
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Bayesian probabilistic projections can be cautiously combined with  
frequentist extreme value distributions0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
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Bayesian probabilistic projections can be cautiously combined with  
frequentist extreme value distributions0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
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Under low emissions, Sandy-scale extreme sea-level (2.6 m 
above mean higher high water, ~450 year return period) has 
an expected return period in 2100 under low emissions of 5–
76 years and under high emissions of 2 weeks–1.5 years.
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Toward a modular, scalable Python-based framework

Framework

Workflows

FACTS:  Framework for Assessing Changes To Sea-level
Greg Garner
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Mix and match sub-models from multiple workflows



Enable cross-communication among modules

Leverage local or high-performance 
computing resources

Time
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built upon RADICAL Cybertools – Ensemble Toolkit
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In short:

• Sea-level rise is a complex, spatiotemporally varying process of 
considerable societal importance. 

• Reconstructions of past sea-level change provide a crucial baseline 
for understanding current changes, and producing these 
reconstructions requires fusing data from multiple different sources 
with different error structures, sparsity, and process-sensitivity.  

• Local sea-level rise projections are a key input to coastal risk 
management, and require synthesizing many different lines of 
evidence. In some cases, alternative approaches to estimating 
different processes highlight areas of deep uncertainty. 

• We are working to produce flexible, scalable, open-source tools to 
facilitate both these tasks.
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